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s 2 the job after we graduate. We trudge trains. A computer simplifies structu- 
E d [ to rl €) | through these assignments waiting for ral analysis by displaying a full visual 

the day when all of our calculus, phys- image of how any object will deform 
err ies, circuits, dynamics and heat trans- under stress. Yet another EXPO pro- 

Remember all of those great things fer coursework will merge into one ject shows how high voltage photo- 
we heard about engineering when we fascinating whole and make contact graphy can produce some amazing 
were deciding to major in it? “Engi- with the real world. images on film. 

neering is for those who want to apply One way to get a glimpse of how Projects like these bring the creativ- 

science, to solve problems, to things all fit together is to attend the ity and usefulness back into our view of 
CREATE!” That’s what intrigued biannual Engineering Exposition. The engineering. EXPO 83 reminds us that 
many of us enough to choose this field exhibits at EXPO 83 are based on some there’s a reason for learning the equa- 
as a major. of the engineering principles that we tions and doing the calculations. In 

Few of us, however, as we study for _Jearn in class but never really appre- school, we never see any tangible 
anexam or work onaproblemset, find ciate for their practical applications. results. It’s easy to forget that our 
ourselves thinking how much weenjoy EXPO brings us back to engineering primary interest actually is to apply 
what we're doing and looking forward as a creative science. science, to solve problems, to create! 0 
to a career filled with duties such as At EXPO 83, you can see a model 

these. It is obvious that the work wedo railroad system that’s controlled by a iy . 

in school, at least for the first few computer to keep it running on sche- Butey- Stn) 
years, is not what we expect todoon —dule and prevent collisions between 

a 

nN ‘ Lake Water (ea Letter te ee 
= sa . oo ee 

| \sasray ; oS it chhete: hear that sign- 
AAA AI Y ing up for interviews for engineering 

345 East 47th Street by John Wengler kes Jobs can begin at 4:00 p.m. the night 
we mm before the Engineering Placement Office 

Kitty corner from New York’s Uni- __ passed the graffiti off as written by opens at 7:00 a.m. The prime spots in 
ted Nations Building standsthemecca another entrant who couldn’t type. | line can be taken even before midnight. 
of professional engineering societies: Actually, I hadn't finished typing This goes on during weekdays in the 
the United Engineering Center. This the essay either and it was already a ——rqiway outside the placement office, 
building houses the national head- day past the deadline. I had planned to which becomes a. beer-drinking, card- 
quarters for the ASME, ASCE,IEEE _ finish typing while visiting my sister playing study hall while waiting for an 
and other societies. Manyastudenthas (the reason for my trip to New York in interview. : Car aoeas 
seen the UEC’s address on official the first place). But neither she nor her The University of Illinois offers one 

pamphlets and secretly yearned tovisit neighbors had a typewriter. Upon en- solution to this crisis, Once a week, stu- 
there one day. tering the UEC, I was prepared to beg dents sign up for interviews in an order 

Last vacation I was in New York and ASCE’s mercy -- for the use of one of based on the results of a lottery. It allows 
was able to visit the UEC. As any good their machines. . students time to sleep. I would recom- 

pilgrim would, I expected nothing less If the lobby guard wasn’t going to mend our College of Engineering con- 
than a grand structural palace with welcome me, the ASCE most certainly sider such a lottery system. 
throngs of trumpeteers and wreath would. Wrong. The poet must have ae Ce eee 
bearers welcoming college students. | already met the receptionist, for she Sincerely Yours, ee 
But the only reception party proved to _— was not friendly. She didn’t even try. David Barnas, CEE-4 oe 
be a watchman and assorted floor In fact, the job description is closer to 5 28 : 
plants. There were also three glass _rejectionist. It seemed the deeper I . 
cases containing gifts from nations travelled into the UEC, the more a number of brown-suited gentlemen 
and dignitaries in honor of the UEC’s menacing it became. . smoking pipes. When seen through a 
opening. It was a consolation to know But then ASCE’s student affairs co- misty veil of white smoke, these na- 
that others had also held high hopes for ordinator arrived to save the day. His tional officers seemed god-like to me. I 
the building. name was Mike and he would fix every- circumvented the group on my way to 
Though not my primary objective, thing. Though he had no trumpets or the elevator wondering how many 

the first order of business was to locate wreaths, he must have played the other mortals have ever seen them. 
a washroom. If the lobby didn’t entirely coronet in high school and liked gar- The guard was locking up the build- 
shatter my expectations, the washroom dening. Mike quickly bought my sob ing as my elevator reached the lobby. I 
did. Thesame artist who decorated the story and I was soon placed before a _ was uncertain whether he was locking 
walls of every UW facility hadleftsim- typewriter. A long story made short someone out or locking me in. Anti- 
ilar graffiti on the UEC’s walls. “ASCE would include the fact that brokeone _climatically I realized it was the UEC’s 
STINKS!” was the only publishable | of ASCE’s typewriters. The carriage _ closing time. Across the street, tourists 
quote. Although he criticized other return cable had reached its elastic were leaving the United Nations Build- 
societies, the outhouse poet seemed limit and snapped. It could have hap- ing. They looked at me and then at the 
especially interested in the ASCE. pened to anyone. Mike ushered me to —_ UEC. Then I looked at the UEC and 
Ironically, I was planning to visit the another machine, at which the essay crossed 47th Street to the UN to see 
ASCE office to submit an entry for was finally completed. what the rest of the world had done 
their student essay contest. SoI quickly On my way out of the office, I passed _ that day. o 
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Luis Castellanos mines co pp 
with software. 

Most copper is found deep under- Plus, there’s more to TIRKS than are just beginning. He believes that, 

ground. But the Bell System’s 100 “mining copper.” It also configures as more computer hardware and 
million miles of copper cable have circuits and assigns components software systems like TIRKS 
tons of it above and below ground. needed for each circuit path. That interact, new benefits for customers 
That copper provides vital circuit allows Bell companies to respond may be possible, as well as 
paths to transmit customer voice, faster to customer requests for com- additional productivity increases 
data and video signals for today's plex services like video and data for employees. 
Information Age needs. eee ee eal ed Luis joined Bell Labs with a B.S. 

And Luis Castellanos, seven er ethan cat crank Hi in computer science from Pratt In- 
years out of undergraduate school, 2 ne Ae se ae CITEUIIS ANG TORE stitute. Under a company-spon- 
supervises one of the groups that cast facility needs. sored graduate study program, he 
helps Bell System companies “mine” Before TIRKS was available, attended Stevens Institute of Tech- 

all that copper. He works with one of keeping track of communications nology for his M.S. in computer 
the largest computer hardware and circuits and facilities required enor- science. At the same time, he 

software systems in the world—the mous amounts of paperwork and worked part-time assuming respon- 
Trunks Integrated Record Keeping manual calculation. Every day, the sibility for a large piece of TIRKS 

System (TIRKS). Every day it average Bell System company software. Working with design 

“mines” the vast Bell network for handles orders involving 1500 teams, he gained valuable insight 

available circuits and equipment. As Circuits and up to 7500 individual from experienced members. Now, 
a result of efficient use of network components associated with them. his technical performance has 
facilities, the Bell System saves Each detail has to be specified earned him a promotion to 
millions by eliminating the need for and accounted for. supervisor. 

certain capital expenditures. Now, thanks to people like Luis, If you're interested in similar 
. TIRKS keeps track of all that infor- challenging employment opportun- 

i mation instantaneously using com- ities at Bell Labs, write: 

_ puters. Information is up-to-date. It's Bell Laboratories 

Mie... instantly available. And it's more Room HL-3J-238 

: a. accurate. 600 Mountain Avenue 

: — According to computer scientists Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 
= eo like Luis, the benefits from TIRKS An equal opportunity employer. 

». 3 5 . 
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Behind the Scenes of EXPO 83 
i 

by Tina Lee chance to get involved with Expo.” In Heading up the student exhibits de- 
addition to the assistance committee, partment is Tony Lee. Tony is a junior 

. . oo . we have two staff photographers. in ME from DeForest, whose introduc- 
Tina Lee is a senior in mechanical All the committee chairpersons have tion to Expo came in high school. “I 

engineering from Bloomington, Minne- stories about their Expo experience. came to Expo as a way to get out of 
sota, Asa chairperson of the EXPO 83 1 aurie Thering, graduating senior in school for the day.” What he saw made 
Executive Committee, she isinchargeof MIME and general co-chair, first got _ a lasting impression. Since he wasn’t 
advance promotion and personnel. involved with Expo ’79 on the mining involved in any student organizations, 

and metallurgy project. Laurie and Tony felt that working on Expo was a 
For Mary Ciha, Industrial Exhibits Mary were roommates and best friends; good way to start. His biggest surprise 

Chairperson: We, the 1983 Engineer- __ last spring Mary was the person who _has been that it takes a lot more work 
ing Exposition Executive Committee, encouraged Laurie to apply for the than he anticipated, but he’s gotten to 
dedicate this year’s Expo to you. general co-chairperson position. “I know many people in just a short time. 

Mary R. Ciha died August 13, 1982 in a Wanted this position, because it wog 
tragic motorcycle accid in Texas. Sh a: “ 
would have Feosived her Bachelor atScience pieces of the puzzle.” Her hard work is We ° wanted the general 
degree in Industrial Engineering in May. closely matched by her love for pop- public to know that engi- 
During the summer Mary had been work- corn and Tab. i os 
ingon EXPO and asasummer professional Our other fearless leader, “Whoopie” neering’ relates to every 
employee at ALCOA in Rockdale, Texas. John Edlebeck, graduating senior in one. 

The Expo’83 Executive Committee notonly CK, first got involved in Expo’79 also. ~~... SSS 
lost its Industrial Exhibits Chairperson, He worked on ASCE’ sconcrete Canoe. All the exhibits are housed in the 
but more importantly, we lost a special Whoopie commented on this year’s engineering buildings. Organizing 

friend... theme. “After thinking about it all exhibit locations and exhibit routing is 

Tt hasn’t been easy, but Mary’s summer, we went with ‘Explore Engi- the job of graduating electrical engi- 
memory has motivated usto make this jeering: the Bridge Between Technol- neering student John Bredesen. John 
Expo the best one ever. As a Commit- ogy and You,’ because we wanted the has plenty of experience in organizing 

tee chairperson, I'd like to tell the story general public to know that engineer- 2nd time budgeting since he was a 
behind Expo ’83’s Executive Commit- ing relates to everyone.” This is not the housefellow in Kronshage for two years 

tee, how they becameinvolvedandhow first time Laurie and John haveconsol- and was vice-chairperson of IEEE. 
they've worked to put together this idated their efforts. They've known John’s goals for this year’s Expo are to 

year's Expo. es each other since their sophomore year, ™ake the exhibit route shorter and 
_The Executive Committee is made of but were unaware that they both had _ easier to follow with more rest areas. 

eight positions set up to organize and annlied for the Expo positions. They Besides showing the general public 
run Expo. Selection of the Committee got a big surprise when they learned about engineering, Expo tries to reach 

ee Coon oe Reng that they both werechosentoheadthis highschool students to interest them in 
Laurie Thering and “Whoopie” John year’s Expo. possible careers in engineering. 

Edlebeck were selected. Laurie and 2 i ; LO i 
Whoopie applied for their positions _ a a | ee, 

and were chosen by Dean Ratner and | i Vii | q a 
Expo’81 general co-chairpersons, Jean . Pasay ‘ay = | owt - 
Oliva and Joe Velk. Laurie and Whoo- a tre — Ww \a eee om 
pie then interviewed applicants for the a4, & aa « = yg Be hae : eo 
six remaining chairperson positions. ” t i * S ia | — ae Er 
The rest of the Committee consisted of : 8 Jas \ i fh “ds - 

Industrial Exhibits — Mary Ciha o a \| ~, é me, 7 ‘ik 

Student Exhibits — Tony Lee a \® ie >) A a . 
Building Organizations — John Bredesen te a } fe Byeee4 

High School Relations — Tom Hurrish 4 F : rr eff A pee Sa 
Publicity — Brian Mast tt Ve fe 
Advance Promotion and Personnel — | se a Oo} Bee FS F 

Tina Lee jl w/e fae | Y 

a ae | @ 
This year’s Executive Staff has in- oo \ Le oe eS ey 

corporated the aid of an assistance oa as Se a : a 
committee. Each chairperson has a ioe = ~~ EO ey 5 
worked with two or three people on _ L in ee 
various projects. As Whoopie John ex- EXPO Executive Staff Members are, from left standing: Tom Hurrish, John Bre- 
pressed, “This helps lessen each chair- desen, Brian Mast, “Whoopie” John Edlebeck, and Tony Lee. Seated are: Laurie 
person’s load and give more people a Thering and Tina Lee. 
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Tom Hurrish, another graduating 
senior in ME, takes care of high school a 5 
relations. Tom hopes to double the high To h T EH t 
school attendance from ’81 including u l mes I 
schools from Wisconsin, Iowa, and 
Illinois. “Expo is a good way to intro- E XP O 83 
duce high school students to engineer- 
ing. I wish that when I was in high | —_-——-seseeneaee eee 
school, I could have attended an Expo . . to learn about the different engineer- 5 4 about 300 companies and agencies were 
ing fields.” Tom also does a good job of by Cindy Christofferson contacted resulting in 33 industrial 
promoting Expo; he wears his Expo : . i . exhibits and 10 government exhibits. 
t-shirts while running. As if planning and implementing This year, of the 700 establishments 
We are expecting 25,000 to attend | 0 of the largest and best known Sstu- contacted, only 23 of them committed 

this year’s Expo, and it’s Brian Mast’s_| 2ent run events in the midwest isn’t themselves to an exhibit. Ten more 
job to attract the big crowds through | ¢?0Ush, consider doing the job during —_usinesses had expressed an interest 
publicity. Brian is a senior in IE and | 2" economic recession. That is what but later pulled out du to the lack of 
will graduate in December ’83. “My pee 83 executive committee has funds. 

biggest challenge has been to hunt out : : ‘ nen 
all the sources to reach people. I want Co:chairmen Laurie Thering a é 5 t 
topromote Expooncampusandaround | John Edlebeck along with the sa 9 Many companies wro e 
the city as more of a fun family event.” the committee have put in many ong ‘keep us in mind for next 
Brian first gained experience in ad- hours in order to make this year’s time.” 
vertising and publicity at his home Exposition a success. In the hopes of peal Fea ea is 
Manitowoc, with the Peter Quince | 84ining wider support, the committee es hti , : 
Performing Company. Besides pro- made a decision to present a more pro- ‘Despite the tough times, we're no 
ducing a musical and serving as presi. | fessional image of the event. Last Sep- _going to give up,” said Laurie Thering 
dent, Brian spent a summer in charge tember, they started to send over 700 _in February. In addition to the letters 

of publicity “I'm anxiously awaiting | Personalized word-processed lettersto sent in the fall, she and John contacted 
the day wien Expo is over and my life companies nationwide. Included with = many of the companies personally to 
can return to normal.” the letter was explicit information encourage their participation. They 

As chairperson of advance promo- explaining the Exposition and all the concentrated on local business and in- 
tion and personnel, Tina Lee has been | Ptions for participation. It is the dustry hoping that because the travel 
responsible for the t-shirts, buttons response to these letters that exempli- expenses wouldn’t be high, they could 
and all the students working at Expo, | fies the economy’s effect on the entire afford to exhibit. One thing that the 
This year she gave people two choices business world. _ ; co-chairmen did not fall back on was 

of t-shirt designs. One has the Expo The participation of business and the government institutions. In con- 
logo while the other has a more fun | imdustry isthe main source offunding _ trast to the policies used for EXPO 81, 
design-some say it reminds them of for EXPO. Companies that have some the military exhibitors were expected 
Pacman. Tina feels that the main dis. | Connection with engineering were — topay the same fee as the other exhibi- 

advantage of her position has been | offered chance to exhibit and/or ad- _ tors which greatly reduced the number 
having to store the boxes of extra t- vertise in the Exposition Program ofguch exhibits. ii 
shirts at her apartment; she’s grateful Booklet. Other local businesses were In attempt to compensate for the 
that her roommates have tolerated the asked for donations of food and other lack of industrial exhibits, the EXEO 
“modern art” forms (t-shirt boxes) in supplies and offered advertising space committee tried to think of some new 
their living room. She’s enjoyed her | 28 Well. Money donations were also attractions to fill the gap. One such 
position, because it’s given her the | Suggested. Support in all these forms idea was to invite university professors 
chance to work with local industries was down this year. and advisors as well as business people 

ay Salen Moni oifie Best DERe ANG TON mete in enuineeting: elieation ald i f letters had one thing in common: the I ; 

omuiiaes Woe ~ 7 oe phrase “limited budget.” It seems that industry. a ope was also ao 

hibits chairperson. In Expo’81, Mary when budgets need cutting, advertis- ing to raffle e a bc pee “ 

worked on AIIE’s winning student ing and public relations funds are the phone, some solar calculators, and a 

exhibit project, a scaled down version first to go. The only consolation in these sar ae ; . 

ofacomputer automated factory. Mary | Yejection notices was the apparent in- alt a the aRenicering Sepia 

had a magnetic personality; she always terest in the event. Many companies wen Oy eta packe Eni nS 
was smiling and enthusiastic about wrote “Keep us in mind for next time. an exhi i. ic peers hearin 

everything she did. As Laurie says, The effect of the economy is most ge ee ou ; je as ia w Hee 

“Mary had that special talent for liv- apparent when comparing the number ever t i to ie ent! else 60 

ing, learning and loving it.” o of companies that exhibited at EXPO _ hard work of its planning committee. 

81 with those of EXPO ’83. In 1982, a 
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Chemical Preservatives 

pl 

“ Under an acidic environment, for the amount (0.17 micrograms) con- 
by Man Ken Cheung example in meat, nitrites can react sumed per day from bacon and other 

A chemical preservative, as defined with secondary or tertiary amines, cured meats. Outside of the occupa- 
by the Food and Drug Administration, components of some proteins, spices tional exposures, cigarette smoke is 
is “any chemical that, when added to and flavors, to form nitrosamines. First the main source of nitrosamines (see 
food, tends to prevent or retard deteri- nitrites are decomposed to nitrous acid Fig. 2). Other sources of preformed 
oration, but does not include common from which nitrous oxide is formed, nitrosamines are drugs, cosmetics, 
salt, sugars, vinegars, spices, or oils and which can then react with amines agricutural chemicals, new car inte- 
extracted from spices, substances to form nitrosamines (see Fig. 1). The riors, beer and Scotch whiskey.2 
added to food by direct exposure there- nitrosation reaction can take place in 
of to wood smoke, or chemicals applied _ the cooking of meats and also in their “The most promising way 
for Sele eROERINe Sree ae inert to reduce the health risk of 
See ees a oOo. pees, nitrite is to add vitamin C isachemical preservative that is added N +H" > N +H —>N + Ay * ° ” 
to cured meat products such as bacon, S ss a and vitamin E. 
ham, salami, ans sausages. It is usually NITRITE ton NITROUS ACID NuTREUS OXDE 1 ia 
added as sodium and/or potassium ve t Nitrates and nitrites do occur natu- 
nitrite. The National Academy of Rare No > meas x rally in several fruits and vegetables, 
Science (NAS) has reported that ni- + . . : including beets, spinach, celery, let- 
trites can be converted to carcinogenic Figure 1, N-Nitrosamine formation. tuce and turnip yreens, Sometimes 
types of nitrosamines, and also high Nitrates, on the other hand, do not __ these foods contain larger amounts of 
exposure to nitrates and nitrites may directly form nitrosamines, but after nitrate than those permitted for nitrate 
cause cancers of the stomach and passing through the stomach they can _ additives. Levels of nitrate in some 
esophagus.” oo, reach the saliva where about five per- plants may reach a point at which the 

Nitrate (NO), unlike nitrite, isnota cent of the total amount ingested is plants are actually fatal to young 
preservative, but whenitisactedupon converted to nitrosamines. children. Fortunately, at these high 
by microbes, it can be reduced to ni- Workers in rocket fuel, leather tan- _ levels the plants usually do not appear 
trite, and so it can be a continuing ning, and ruber manufacturing indus- _ edible. Under an acidic environment 
source of preserving nitrites during tries are exposed to an average of 250 such as in a young child’s stomach, 
lengthy curing. Hence, the NAS re- micrograms of preformed nitrosam- __ nitrite reacts with blood to give rise to 
commends that nitrate not be used in ines per day, many times greater than methemoglobinia.! Such a case has 
the processing of poultry and meat 
products, except in the curing of meats 
such as dried beef, jerky, salami and 

pepperoni where ey curing pro- THE UNIVERSITY TRAVEL OFFICE 
cesses are required. 

“Other sources of pre- Provides fast, efficient service in qi) 1300 West Johnson Street 
Other sources of pre- aspects of travel whether it be for across from Union South 
formed nitrosamines | are business or pleasure. 256-2563 
drugs, cosmetics, agricul- 
tural chemicals, new car No charge is made for any of our = 
interi b and Scotch services and our location makes your parE, 
Inverlors; Neer an trip planning a quick and pleasure- fo 
whiskey. able experience. \ oe) 

Nitrite, on the other hand, can inhibit Stop by and check with any of our e : 
the growth of microbes that cause lified Ain Bs 
spoilage and botulism. Nitrite also re- Qualities agents and find the most eae a 
tards the development of rancidity, convenient routing available. Our as ne F 
enhances the flavor of certain meat special payment play is specifically ree te 
products and reacts with myoglobin to designed for business travel and ieee 
maintain the bright red color of meats. interviews. Ga ’ 6 ane 

The NAS says that there are nearly , fy" ie ! ni 
200 types of nitrosamines known to be We're just a short walk across Ran- i] hae | 
carcinogenic in animals, and therefore | Gall Avenue adjacent to the engi- Sa” C35} 
suspect them as agents causing human neering campus. Drop in for hassle- = Y re 
cancer.” Carcinogenic nitrosamines free travel arrangements. » << 
are also mutagenic (causing genetic oF) 
damage) and teratogenic (causing ab- We are here to help you! 
normal development of a fetus).! 
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been reported in children who had e e 

eaten spinach puree that contained 218 S ources of N itrosa mines 

mg of nitrite per 100 g wet weight, and . _ 
only a trace of nitrate. This finding is Exposure to nitrosamines in micrograms per person per day. 

consistent with the knowledge that ey é, 

nitrate-nitrite reduction can occur in De CO 5 O° 

stored vegetables.’ The level of nitrates ot re o o we ‘ 
FOr LS TO Od Or a 

in food plants depends on the type of a co Os se o ws o 

soil in which the plants are grown, the Smokers s = Oe ws 

harvesting and storage conditions, and (average 1.1 0.41 0.20 0.17 17.0 0 

the amount of fertilizer used.’ American diet) 

Although vegetables contain large Non-smok 

amounts of nitrates and nitrites, they ones ers 

are also rich in Vitamins C and E, (eves | 1 0.44 0.20 0.17 0 0 

which inhibit the conversion of nitrites merican diet) 
to nitrosamines and so the amount of Hieh d 
nitrosamines formed in the body of a Ish cure; 
vegetarian may be significantly meat diet 2.0 0.41 0.20 0.68 0 0 
reduced.2 (non-smokers) 

The most promising way to reduce ¥ 
the health risk of nitrite is to add egetarians 
ascorbate (vitamin C) and alpha- (non-smokers) 12.0 0.41 0.20 0 0 0 

tocopherol (vitamin E), which inhibit People who drink 

the conversion of nitrite to nitrosamine, water rich in 

to bacon. Some vitamin C is currently s 14.0 0.41 0.20 0.17 0 0 
‘ ‘i nitrates 

used in bacon, but it does not dissolve 
well in the fat. Vitamin E, however, is * * a . . . 

. g ‘When nitrates and nitrites are ingested in a wide variety of foods, chemical reactions 

very fat soluble and could enhance the in the body can create nitrosamines. 
effects of ascorbate in inhibiting the . . 
conversion, **Exposure to nitrosamines in some occupations (rubber industry, leather tanners, 

Other alternatives to nitrite which rocket fuel products) raises possible exposure to 250 micrograms per person per 
jay. 

have been suggested by the NAS are: Source: National Academy of Sciences. 

(i) treating meat with ionizing radia- 

tion, which kills bacteria, (ii) adding 
non-toxic chemical compounds like po- 
tassium sorbate and sodium hypo- 

phosphite, and (iii) adding bacteria (@ asi i Cc ¢ a N G (e) U i 

that lower the pH to inhibit botulism | 

bacteria growth. P iF A .e E S ai Oo | | Y 

So far, the search for nitrite substi- || | ie a V E 9 | CO | R | 

tutes has had only partial success. | | -— = _— fF 

More research is required to find a Ld ~ | | || 

substitute which is not only effective | ) J \ | | | | 

against botulism, but is also non-car- ‘ yew R 

cinogenic. In the meantime, nitrite || | ye now eae ME || | 

preservative is still the most effective | ) pe wt axsane oe 

way to prevent the growth of clostri- oy oot 3 Pa ye 29 page oon concn 2000 \ | | | || 

dium botulinum in our favorite cured a || aes You Ge OT sted, cH wont HEN | | 

meat products. o MA coer apne © hie spec) sot actiies 
ee sorgaize® sor Segall 

=<, ae Se aos os 7 “cee a ee || | 
: (_, f XS ay store ate color TY 4 || 

1. Packard Vernal S. Processed Foods e “Sone ean in wea maintonene® 
: , 2 Ss s J coral es 20 

and the Consumer. Minneapolis: a | ee crass sown coer nae® | || 

University of Minnesota, 1976. | | | “eu wenn season 18008 a pn attord30 \ | || 

2. Brody, Jane E.“A Report on Nitrites BO 00518 Bag 9 SUE ay YOU MON a8 

Finds Cured Meats are Relatively |_| a = a tre regen mary ne son bv 08 || || 

Safe.” The New York Times, || a " convensent: ot tent 109 \ | 

December, 1981. | ry 

3. Rodricks, J. V. and Pohland, A. E. Ht eS ee | 
“Food Hazards of Natural Origin.” 7 oen a ae 

Food Safety Education. John Wiley a 1 a < —reaonse. CoN a 
& Sons, 1981. | HH ae aE 

4. “Nitrite Substitues: Partial Suc- . i 

cess.” Science News, 121 (May 8, i ie 

1982), 310. 
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of the life force. According to Dr. 
1 1 Thelma Moss at UCLA’s Neuropsy- 

Xa m I n I n g e u ra chiatric Institute, patients experienc- 
ing altered states of consciousness or 

emotional changes display markedly 
irli different color and flare patterns in 

A Look at the Kirlian Phenomenon their auras. Kirlian photography has 
also been applied in the study of acu- 
puncture to record the obvious emana- 

——— tion changes that occur after acupunc- 
ture treatment. 

sg - i S logy by Russ Wasserman There are many phenomena sur Various avenues of parapsycho 

y rounding Kirlian photography that re- speculate on why these strange pat- 

Russ Wasserman’s interest in Kir- searchers are trying to explain. A terns occur and what factors influence 

lian photography stems from high school simple example is the phantom leaf them. Professionals In many discip- 

when he built a simple for the 1980 effect, in which the Kirlian photograph lines, such as biology, medicine, psy- 
Marquette Science Fair. Now, as an of a leaf with a small portion removed chology, parapsychology, physics and 
engineer, Russ has teamed with Ed reproduces the corona intact. engineering have formed the Interna- 

Jassin, alsoa junior in electrical engi- In the human aura, Kirlian photo- tional Kirlian Research Association, in 
neering, to examine the Kirlian pheno- graphy is claimed to record “Life order to share new discoveries and 
menon in more depth. Energy,” a theoretical manifestation establish standards in the field. ia 

HUMAN FINGER 2 ra oo 

CORONA PISCHARGE by PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM ; ae 3 ie 
2 as Loong S EMULSION SIDE UP « a S Rea os ee 

ea NS § oe : so a o : es 2 

_ Ome ‘ee 8 oF 
" ean a neil MATERIAL eee 

VOLTAGE ELECTEOPE 
. me 

At left isa diagram of the method Russ and Ed used to produce their Kirlian photographs. The specimen on the right is an aura 

froma small leaf. 

Investigating Kirlian Photography is 
a research project built for EXPO 83 

by Russell Wasserman and Ed Jassin. UNIVERSIT 
Their project produces a high voltage, AP 
high frequency signal that, when dis- 

charged through a dielectric to an 320 N. RANDALL 255-1785 

object, produces Kirlian photographs. 
Under the supervision of Prof. Scherz 
of the Mechanical Engineering De- ‘ ‘ is 
partment, Russ and Ed are studying The University Tap serves homemade soup and chili, 

how surface conditions such as tem- super salads and sandwiches, and chocolate cream pie daily. 
perature, pressure, humidity and die- : 

lectric factors affect the photograph. Each night from 6:30 to close we have bar 
By varying the voltage, envelope fre- specials. 

quency, resonant frequency and elec- 
trode configurations, they were able to 

find some i sti esults th y . 
picleeclienere at youll Mon. - Tap Beer 40¢ Thurs. - Domestic Beer 75¢ 

Kirlian photography on high vol- Tues. - Combos $1.00 Fri. - Import Beer $1.00 
tage corona discharge photography, Wed. - Pitchers $1.75 Sat. - Tap Beer 40¢ 
was developed by Semyon and Valen- 
tin Kirlian in 1939. Basically, the pro- 

cess records on photographic film the 

effect of an electromagnetic field on an Open 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m. — Happy Hour M-F 4:30-6:30 p.m — Jumbo Margaritas 
object, anything from a leaf toa human Grill open Reduced drink & beer prices, M-F, 2-6:30 p.m. 
hand. Under this field, a luminous cor- until midnight munchies. $1.50 
ona discharge creates intricate patt- 
erns in a wide range of intensity and 
color. 
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by Darci Buelow There are a total of three trains. The the trains are and relays this informa- 

Visitors to the 1983 Engineering route of the railroad track has been tion back to the host trains, continually 

EXPO may find themselves over- designed so that the trains have to giving the “Commuter Express” high- 

whelmed with scientific jargon and travel over common track to reach _ est priority. 

concepts. The theories behind the pro- each of the terminals. This route is The EXPO visitor can take an active 

jects may seem so complicated, it could designed to be a microcosm of real-life part in the project by communicating 

be impossible to see applicable ways to traffic problems. to the computer what route is desired 

use the information from the displays. One train has been designated a for the remaining two trains. A Gra- 

Fortunately this is not always the case. “Commuter Express”. It is on a con- phics Display System will ask the vis- 

One display will definitely bring out stant schedule between terminals, itor for specific instructions and will 

the child in the participants and show stops for a predetermined amount of feed this into the TI 990/12 for opera- 

practical uses for the project. time at each and then travels to the tion. 

Kappa Eta Kappa, the University of next terminal on its route. This train is In addition, the Infra-Red Position 

Wisconsin - Madison Electrical and given highest priority so that it remains Detection System will feed the Gra- 

Computer Engineering Fraternity,has on its schedule. The other two trains phics Display system with the pro- 

designed a project which uses a model are controlled by the user. The route is gress of the trains. The Graphics Dis- 

railroad system to assimilate real-life | communicated to the computer and play System will then map out the 

mass transit problems. relayed to the trains. route on the Color Monitor. 

The purpose of the project is to dem- The problems which the TI 990/12 The practical applications for the TI 

onstrate some of the capabilities of the | computer must solve is to decide what 990/12 and Infra-Red Detection Sys- 

TI 990/12 computer system by having route each train must follow and the tem are obvious. If it can be adapted to 

it direct traffic on a model railroad timing of that route so that the trains a city mass transit system, it would 

system. do not collide. To accomplish this, an speed up and make the transit system 

The railroad track has been laidout Infra-Red Position Detection System more efficient while minimizing the 

to contain three railroad terminals. is placed on the track. It finds where chance of collisions. Qo 

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS: 

How about an “insurance” policy that your Science or Engineering degree will really be used? It would be nice. Especially 

considering the work you put into your degree. 

The Air Force will use your talents. We have openings for young’men and women majoring in selected sciences and 

engineering academic fields . . . like Electrical, General and Mechanical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics, Computer 

Science, Meterology and many more. 

One way to get into these openings is through Air Force ROTC. After completion of the AFROTC requirements, and upon 

your graduation, you'll be commissioned an Officer in the Air Force. 

Purchase your “insurance” policy today by looking into the AFROTC program at the University of Wisconsin - Madison 

campus. Come by 1402 University Avenue, Madison, call (608) 262-3440 or clip and mail the coupon below. Act NOW! 

Its good insurance. 

lam interested in your two-year AFROTC 

Program. Send information to: 

5 5 Nan: crcy a vere we 00 wavemonese cor eames vt EB 

fe! imine Address ...........0:0 cece renee entre nees 

ROTC City/State 00.0.0... cece eee eens 

Gateway to a great way of life. Mail to: AFROTC Det 925 

1402 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Clip and Mail TODAY or Phone 262-3440 
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Engi ing Registration: ngineering Regis " 

Joining the Ranks of the Pros 
———— 

by Bonnie Buhrow ft 

OPN. Se 
_ During their senior year, engineer- ls a 7 NOT ANOTHER 
ing undergraduates are bombarded by (000 . \t , 
more sets of initials in addition to the . q & r BUE BOOK | now familiar M.E., LE., E.E., ete. U/W aN @ 
What do these new letters - F.E., P.E. - a oN 
stand for, and why do they keep pop- ae ' * é ( 
ping up? These initials are worth in- ye a0 4A yy ir 
vestigating because they concern en- ee ¢ ) y 
gineering registration - a possibly y i Ss ‘ 
crucial factor in asuccessful engineer- ree 
ing career. 

A person can become a registered 2 RN 
Professional Engineer in either of two —) 
ways. An engineer who is over 35 years \ ¢ ee 
old and has at least 12 years of expe- Roos? 
rience can become registered without 

examination. However, if that seems 
too long to wait, registration can be 

accomplished by taking and passing 
yet another test. > P f 
eee 

“The P.E. tests the candi- 
date’s knowledge of his en- = eS gineering specialty, and 4 = 
more strongly emphasizes = _— practical problems and 
judgement.” —— 

The four hour morning session of the required subjects - Engineering 
The examination for engineering F.E. consists of about 140 multiple Mechanics, Mathematics, Electrical 

registration consists of two parts: the choice questions. Wrong answers are Circuits, and Engineering Economics 
Fundamentals of Engineering Exam- not penalized, so guessing is a good - must be answered. The examinee also 
ination (F.E.) and the Principles and __ strategy if the applicant is stumped. has to choose two of five additional sub- 
Practice of Engineering Examination The National Council of Engineering Jects - Computer Programming, Elec- 
(P.E.). Formerly, the Fundamentals Examiners (NCEE) lists the following tronics & Electrical Machinery, Fluid 
exam was usually taken during astu- major subject areas to be covered in Mechanics, Mechanics of Materials, 
dent’s senior year; the Principles and __ this session, and the approximate per- and Thermodynamics/Heat Transfer. 
Practice exam could not be taken until centage of questions from those areas: and responds to ten questions in each 
four years later, after an engineer had ne qe category. 
gained on-the-job “qualifying experi- Subject ee The format of the Principles and ence”. However, the four years expe- chemist soramming gy Practice of Engineering exam is sim- 
rience requirement was recently ae PORT AMUN 9% ilar to that of the Fundamentals test; it dropped and now both parts can be Engineering Economics ..............4% 18 eight hours long (four in the morn- 
taken while a student is still in school. Electrical Circuits .........seeee00++ 13% ing, four in the afternoon), and is also 

. The K undamentals of Engineering Fluid Mechanics .................++- 10% open-book. The P.E., however, tests 
Exam is an eight hour exam which Materials Science ....................4% — the candidate’s knowledge of his/her 
tests the applicant’s knowledge of a Mathematics...........0.0eeeeeee ees s 9% engineering specialty, and more strong- 
variety of basic engineering subjects. | Mathematical Modeling of », ly emphasizes practical problems and It is usually offered twice a year, in the Eneincering Systems. Hs EDE Sere oe Judgement. Because the P.E. exam- spring and fall. The test is open-book - Mechanics re eniSsvv "0 nes depth rather than breath of engi- 
iheexamineecanuse textbooks, bound Structure of Matter «000... Resting background, fewer questions notebooks and reference materials, a Thermodynamics ................-.. 10% Must be answered - usually only four 
calculator and/or a sliderule. Writing . Der session are required. ar tablets or unbound notes are not per- In the afternoon section - also four The various engineering disciplines 
mitted. hours long - 50 questions covering four have been divided by the NCEE into 
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two groups for the purpose of Princi- ment, for some engineers it is a very Question 71. Assume that the beam is 
ples testing. The P.E. exam for Group I good idea. supported at B by a rod BC as sh 
- Chemical, Civil, Electrical, and Registration is probably most im- andtharthesu Seat awand Candthe 
Mechanical engineering - is adminis- portant for students majoring in civil, joint at B acer unrestricted rotati © 
tered twice yearly, in the spring and structural, or mechanical engineering; What is the maximum vertical marae 
fall. Disciplines placed in Group II this can be deduced from the high per- nent of deflection at B? P 

include Agricultural, Industrial, Min- | centage of questions on the Funda- : 
ing, Nuclear, and Petroleum engineer- mentals exam dealing with subjects CP 
ing; Principles exams for this group like statics, dynamics, and fluid 
are offered in the fall only. mechanics. Most engineers in respon- 
—————-.\vVouwwweer—————— sible positions in state and city govern- ty 
“Tfan engineer is planning ments need to be registered. And if an 

. * _ engineer is planning on setting up 
on setting up his own prac his/her own practice rather than work- 

tice rather than working ing for a large firm, registration is 
for a large firm, registra- almost a. necessity. For some career 
tion is almost a necessity.” paths, academia in particular, regis- 

——$—$—$——— tration is not as essential. According to 
Unlike doctors and lawyers, who Dr. Gritzmacher, there is “very little At oCOCOCOCSC‘*NSS 

must pass board examinations before _ pressure of any kind” on UW-Madison 
they can practice their profession, all faculty members to become Profes- [eee 
engineers are not required by law to _ sional Engineers. x 
take registration exams. According to Further information about the reg- ‘er 
Donald Gritzmacher, Associate Pro- istration exams can be obtained by Modulus of elasticity E = 30,000,000 
fessor of Engineering, UW-Extension, writing the National Council of Engi- pounds per inch? 
registration is not mandatory for sev- neering Examiners, P.O. Box 1686, Moment of inertia 1 = 20 inch4 
eral reasons. A corporation itself may Clemson, South Carolina. Application Cross-sectional area A = 3.375 inch? 
be registered, thereby taking respon- _ forms for exams are available from the 
sibility for the safety of a bridge, ora Examining Board of Architects, Pro- Professional engineering exams cover 
product design. And employees of, for fessional Engineers, Designers and material on a wide variety of topics 
example, public utilities, are covered Land Surveyors, 1400 East Washing- related to engineering. The sample 
by other legislation. But although reg- ton Avenue, Room 178, Madison, WI question above is typical of what may be 
istration isn’t always a legal require- 53702, phone (608) 266-1397. o found in the Materials Science section. 

& | © 

faced Tei Ena: iii. — With over 90% of America’ surface a 

roads paved with asphalt, it pays to | The Asphalt Institute | 

be “Street Smart” on the subject. College Park, Maryland 20740 | 

stu dene aie more : | Please send me my FREE asphalt engineering library. | 

about paving with asphalt — send in = <_< 
this coupon. “a | ame | 

The people at The Asphalt Institute “7 School 
will send you an asphalt engineering library =" P .\ =— | 
filled with the practical, working information .— | aekalip——._ | 
you'll need. ail City/State/Zip 

Absolutely FREE! eos ey vay em Ge Ye ce oe 
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Adjusting to a New U 

by Dave Yngsdal — — 

. . ee | 
Everyone knows that by the time — i 

you're a junior you have this thing ea j fee ra 

called “school” pretty well figured out. a F a - — 
You know you're in the right major, Pde tT 7 f= 
have probably experienced dorm life, . * / : oe 

know the campus layout and, after > eo -_ _ 
getting through calculus, feel you can - » rule ee BR a? 
handle whatever: they throw at you. ‘f } oe ae m" 
Right?... Well, that’s not always true. | —— Oe = 

Especially for transfer students. Many 2 ——— C4 a 
transfer students have spent their i ; : " @ 
freshman and sophomore years on other < a Pro co ed ; : 3 

U.W. campuses that don’t offer majors : i FEN WN, 4\ ~~ | 7 

in engineering and they probably still vt: a Noli — yi _ 
have some doubts about whether they md OS eee i _ 
can handle the demanding curriculum \ gala ag °° , pie 
of an engineering school. \ - se | LO 

Transfer students find many changes \ fF 7 4% ‘ | Lk 
in their academic life when they come , = J 
to Madison. They generally find the i" 7 
course work to be more difficult and/or oe ~ fj. | 
time consuming than they have had ¥, _ fi 8 
previously and their first semester é i ee 

G.P.A. often reflects this fact. Another — Students like Steve Rueth often have to adjust to a heavier work load when they 
common change is in the amount of transfer to Madison. 
personal student-teacher interaction 
that they receive. Having no doubt 100 students in a class, if a professor physics, calculus or chemistry series. 
come from smaller campuses, many knows you at all it’s often only by your This means getting used to a new text- 

students have previously had the lux- test scores in his grade book. One book, a huge lecture hall instead of a 
ury of a personal relationship with one change that is particularly hard for regular classroom, and sometimes even 
or more of their professors. But now, any transfer student to make is to a different approach to the material. 
with some professors lecturing to over transfer while in the middle of the Certainly not all of the changes a 

. transfer student must make are direct- 

t, 14 9 ly related to the classroom. Frequently 
- 7 some of their most difficult changes 

4a y eat e come in their social life. The average 
os ; = transfer student doesn’t usually come 

y a es <9 with a whole caravan of friends when 

“ _——— — “ transferring to Madison, so meeting 

i ee “oo people and making new friends is quite 

' 7 _ often a high priority. This problem is 
as : <a ga diminished considerably if the student 

| wiuc' ; ge? 2 — chooses to live ina dorm for at least his 
4 we a Ce first year here. The dorm provides the 

; UL student with a way of meeting new 

a. ¢ cae a _ people and also makes certain that not 
2 + sore — / all of his friends will be engineering 

‘ /—s majors. For some transfer students 

\ 3 this may even be the first time in their 
a \ _ . college life that they have lived in a 

A \ .- ~~ . dorm. Everyone’s first experience of 
d a a dorm life is always one to remember, 

\ but if this occurs when you are 20 or 21, 

~ way \ it can be even more memorable. At 
npg “ y y times it can be very easy for an upper- 

a _ | classman to feel out of place in this 

Transfer student's new burdens can sometimes seem a bit... tiresome. peimasily rechmun. andl maphamote 
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Sime me wh of all engineering E e@ 9 e 
students at Madison are transfers it’s 
clear that they are certainly not in the ngineer S Library 

senor Actually the past few years —_—_————!_ ns snk nn ee 

ave shown a noticeable increase in 
transfer students into the College of The Dragons of Eden 

j enese i. Tent taiiey, Rehan tiie A book by Carl Sagan 
1on and a scarcity of jobs are some of 

the reasons why more students are When I picked up Car] Sagan’s best- affect previously evolved systems of 

choosing to spend their first year or seller The Dragons of Eden, I did so proven survival value. He then gives 
two of college at a U.W. System school _ primarily on what I had heard of his much evidence to show that our behav- 
in or near their hometown. This way reputation as an innovative scientist ior and mental processes may still be 
they can save money by living athome and a writer of superb quality. Not greatly influenced by these earlier 
and many times they can even keep disappointed, I found myself launched brain structures which remain essen- 

their high school job through their on a fascinating adventure through __ tially intact in modern man. 
first couple of years of college. Then __ billions of years of time and evolution -- The oldest of these systems is the 
when they transfer to Madison they I was following the saga of the human reptillian complex which developed 
have completed the basic science and _ brain. Sagan presents a well ordered some hundreds of millions of years ago. 
math courses common to all branches explanation of how the brain and ner- As well as supplying a basic neural 
of engineering and are ready to take vous system work; debates on the framework, the R-complex also plays 
the engineering courses of their par- _ nature of intelligence itself; and out- an important role in governing aggres- 

ticular major. lines the steps by which the human sion, social hierarchies, and ritual 

__eee OO ————————_- brain evolved to what it is today. behavior. 
“Many students have pre- One subject covered in depth was the The limbic system, about 150 million 

viously had the luxury ofa concept of the triune brain. The brain —_ years old, is primarily concerned with 

2 é ‘ can be looked at as three separate sys- | generating strong and vivid emotions. 
personal relationship with tems, each of which evolved ata differ- The neocortex is concerned with 
one or more of their pro- ent time. higher mental functions such as 

fessors.” b Sain bette ut tie itis logical for ee a eer It began ta 

——— eSeSeSeSFSeSeSSSSSSSSSFSSSSSSFSswOé rani devellopmeentt too occur in succes- — evolve tens of millions of years ago, bu 

Obviously for a transfer student to _ sive stages in such a fashion that each its development has greatly acceller- 

make a smooth adjustment to Madison _new Stage is added to the whole with- ated over the last few million years to 

they must perform well in the class- out changing the structure or function the point where it now accounts for 85 

room. And many times the student’s of the previous stages. He argues that percent of the brain’s mass. 

living conditions and ability to make evolution proceeds by selective muta- One insight that I found particularly 

new friends will heavily affect how tion -- and that organisms would prob- interesting had to do with the pain of 

easy this adjustment is. But whether a ably not survive if changes were made childbirth. It seems that childbirth is 

transfer’s first year is filled with prob- _ in the basic structure of their nervous painless for every species other than 

lems or is trouble free, it always goes Systems. So any change in the nervous Homosapiens. He points out that this 

quickly and before they know it they system of an organism would beinthe — must be a consequence of recent and 

feel right at homeonthe U.W.-Madison form of additional structures that continuing increase in the size of the 

campus. Oo -would further help it tosurvive, yetnot human brain and skull. 
I also enjoyed the section where he 

disputes the often repeated fallacy that 
people use less than half of their brain. 
Heasks, “Why would it have evolved if 

it had no function?” He follows this by 
showing evidence that memories are 
often stored in more than one locaton in 
the brain. 

Other topics that Sagan addresses 
include these very interesting ques- 

: tions. What is the evolutionary basis 

Van S for sleep and other related behaviors? 

ee How does the intelligence of higher 

a-= order mammals compare with that of 

J / > man? What is the significance of the 

= » two separate brain hemispheres? And 
ys 4 CRY in what direction is the future evolu- 

y mye: ¥ > CW tion of the brain likely to take? It is 
te Y) ‘We? y fascinating material and it is presented 

( > aE A Mie clearly, and ina very readable style. It 

"s Ph is an elegant piece of work -- and a book 
that I would recommend to anyone 
who is interested in getting a firmer 
understanding of the working of the 

mind. 
-- Reviewed by Scott Paul. o 
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Energy Problems and Solutions 
f Technical Society 

en 

however, we must depend upon an likely to be small and located deeper in 
by Terry Mackey increasing supply of energy to fuel our the Earth’s crust (resulting in in- 

. future. Yet we cannot rely upon tech- creased recovery costs and decreased 
Terry Mackey is a senior in metal- nological breakthroughs, new discov- recovery rates). : : 

lurgical engineering and will be gra- eries (of nonrenewable resources), and Efficiency gains serve to increase 

duat ingin Ma WN 1983. He was inspired efficiency gains to supply the growing supply as well as decrease the demand 

to write this article because of his inter- level of demand for inexpensive for energy. The increased efficiencies 

est inenergy issues and national energy energy. . to be realized through enhanced re- 

policy. He hopes to pursue this subject Economists, pointing to decades of covery techniques and generation/ 

further inan article in the July issue. exponential technological growth, transmission improvements, however, 

, : seem optimistic about the ability of are unlikely to supply the tremendously 
‘Shevery feanwatong ot oursasiat technology to continue this trend. Many increased amount of energy needed to 

are rooted in enerey. Modern dues scientists, on the other hand, are not so fuel our factories and homes in the dis- 
trial society deoeits ‘pon an, ever optimistic. They realize that exponen- tant future. 

increasing supply of cheap energy to Be cen one sarnoer ing “Most future discoveries 
— Oe et esoney levee which in }yeakthroughs can deliver a short- are likely to be small and 

world. Yet our ability to meet this *et™ ‘fix’ for our energy dilemma, we Joeated deeper in the 
increasing energy demand may soon Earth’s crust.” 

constrain future economic growth. The CO 
failure of our governmental, industrial, Annual Rates for Important strides can be realized in 
and educational sectors to realize this, the near future through cogeneration 
therefore, has serious consequences for Change of Energy techniques and energy storage. Co- 
our nation. ‘ generation involves, for example, the 

Americans have become accustomed Prices, 1950-1 973. production of both electricity and pro- 
to an energy supply that is both inex- cessed steam from a high-pressure boil- 
pensive and plentiful. As shown in fig- ‘ er (a savings of 15% over the energy 
ure 1, energy prices actually declined Period Yearly Change required to generate them separately). 
from 1950 until 1973, when world oil (percent) In this way, the starting fuel is used 
prices quadrupled. The real price of 1950-55 -0.62 more efficiently and thermal and air 
energy decreased about 28% during 1955-60 -0.75 pollution are reduced. Energy storage 
this period. 1960-65 #131 systems enable us to store off-peak 
— i a 1965-70 173 power for use during times of increased 
“We cannot rely upon tech- 1970-73 -1.87 satapellt Pa as Souing an ante 

logical breakthroughs Soe ee eee Eee ET eE ES nonog. . ; g = Source: Edward J. Mitch gases, storage batteries, and magnetic new discoveries, and effi- |{o0"4',duar4)- Michell US Energy Pol] feid storage thereby” allow us to de: 
ciency gains to supply the _| Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research{ mand for, limited periods sireupply 

growing level of demand __ {|!"°74),- 8. ‘han . impo etn, a h nn 
« . ” isi rtant to realize when talk- 

for Inexpensive energy. ing about efficiency that this topic is 
The above statistics show that energy one of much confusion. Consider that 

This phenomena has lead to a 3.5% prices have actually declined inthe past __ electricity is often stated as being the 
average annual increase in U.S. energy three decades. most efficient form of energy -- the 
consumption for this period, with highest grade of energy. But conver- 
energy consumption doubling every 20 cannot afford to depend on this unreli- sion losses as it is generated from burn- 
years. While admittedly this tremen- _ able solution. In the long run it could _—ing coal (coal is our main electric 
dous growth pattern has slowed some- lead to stagnation of our economy if power supply) and again as the elec- 

what during the past several years,our energy supplies are unable to keep up _ tricity is transmitted makes the over- 
ability to continue to increase the sup- with industrial growth. all efficiency not as great as some 
ply of cheap energy at such a rate is New discoveries of nonrenewable would have you believe. This confusion 
seriously in doubt. energy sources, whether they might be makes comparisons among alternative 

Ofcourse, we can curtailourincreas- oil fields or uranium deposits, are un- _— forms of energy misleading at any 
ing demand for energy through con- __ likely to provide us with the plentiful, times. Yet awareness of this problem is 
servation, recycling and improved inexpensive energy we crave. With necessary to intelligently select be- 
efficiencies. In the absence of a con- much of the planet well-mapped geo- _ tween the various energy forms which 
certed national effort in these areas, logically, most future discoveries are will fuel our nation in the future. 
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By and large, an engineering educa- economic growth is not constrained. energy systems such as solar, geo- 
tion fails to create an awareness of the Such development could also be tied in thermal and wind. In addition, load 
importance of energy as adeterminant with political, economic, and social management and energy storage tech- 
in process selection. While emphasiz- goals. niques must be considered. Progress in 
ing the performance/property differ- A main feature of the national energy these areas would help increase our 
ence to be obtained among the various policy would be to encourage conserva- energy supply and limit the demand. 

tion by offering tax credits or low- Because of the long lead times in- 
ST ———— interest loans. Conservation is impor- volved in energy development, this 
“Such an outward move- tant so that we can limit the growth in topic urgently needs to be discussed so 
ment of our industrial sec- demand to more accurately match the = may more effectively prepare for 

° ° level at which we can increase the the future. In addition, government 
tor would result in a decline supply of energy. Conservation also financing, research by both the indus- 
in our self-sufficiency. stretches out the supply of depletable trial and educational sectors, and pub- 

LE eenerrgyy resources. lic education are necessary to ensure 
. . The national energy policy should the success of the national ener alternative methods, the energy require- * * . By 

ments ofthasemethods haa been down stress the importance of alternative __ policy. a) 

played or totally ignored. The engineer 
does not get a firm grasp of the total Bn VS 

picture. = > ‘ 
Doubtless, energy requirements are ae 2 

taken into consideration when deter- ° 
mining the overall profitability of an ANNOUNCING ... SS RS al S 
operation. Some would also argue that we x, ® Q x Sha 
economics isn’t a basic element in an A New RE S ~~. kiss Ww 
engineering education. Yet an appre- Ss @~ — oO) 7 
ciation for the interaction between en- GS Cay 
gineering and energy will definately TRAVEL AGENCY Ss x Sa 
benefit our nation as we try to tackle f > 
the tough decisions sure to face us in _ en 
the future. QT Te AN 
All this paints a rather bleak picture Oe > 

of energy and our future growth and fo ad 
well-being. Aside from possible tech- 
nological advances and efficiency im- = 
provements (which are only short-term =<] 
solutions), it seems uncertain that we * 9 
will be able to expand our energy & ll 
capacity to fill the needs of our grow- uw tuer LI 

ing country. Yet our inability to do so (ER j 7 
could drive our manufacturing indus- ees @ l te c} 
tries out to other countries that possess QO op aque B ’ nec. 

abundant supplies of inexpensive yf S coeoealias ] [a INSTANT AND ACCURATE 
Such as outward movement of our 3 ‘\ COMPUTERIZED RESERVATIONS 

industrial sector would result in a 2 Vaan BY TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS 
decline in our self-sufficiency. Indeed, ay ¢ We can help you with your inter- 
this trend has been growing in magni- f view and plant trips. 
tude over the past several years as ly z, * Clip our number and save, or stop 
shown by increased imports of finished — Y in at our office on Monroe St., 
goods and refined raw materials from Gy, across from the stadium, near 
abroad, 7Z ian 4 Mickies. 

Self-sufficiency, however, is an im- UE A ia VG we 
portant aspect of our national security. L< ay ie ~~~ AIRLINE TICKETS ¢ CRUISES 
Asenergy is increasingly used as a pol- > SE EB TOURS ¢ CARS « HOTELS 
itical bargaining chip in the interna- 2 _ 
tional scene, this issue is likely to grow —— 1605 Monroe Street 
in importance. = . ° 
Thus our country finds itself in need Where all our clients are giants 2 56-4444 - 

of acomprehensive, coherent, national EX 
energy policy. The national energy pol- —] 
icy would be instrumental in develop- 
ing our energy industry so that future 
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State of the Unions Public Questions Test Ethics 

Member groups of the Council of Last fall, public high schools in New it turns out the Defense Dept. pro- 
Engineering and Scientists Organiza- England ya fhalt seniors a voca- hep iis for aq stioieiering ie 
tions have voted on a referendum con- tional aptitude test. Results of the test ch 8 ve tree Vi Me eal ts. J - 
cerning joining a national union. The are supposed to help kids decide Schools a ie Doo aptitude 

Seattle Professional Engineering whether they are best suited to become scones). an f 4 ft re gets a pre- 
Employees Assoc. voted 75% in favor. lawyers, artists or engineers. It was a cours tik o l hd 4 pac gecnlen a 
The Westinghouse Engineering Assoc. routine test, like most standardized Cone s “ed ha oats Just sate 2 
voted 76% in favor, but the Engineers tests, except for an odd flavor to the : se cuesti ee oh * started - = 
and Scientists Guild at Lockheed Corp. first twelve questions. They contained fre damniiepes an Me ea violate 
voted 54% against. The Southern Cali- thinly veiled propaganda for military re a y he core ct. In Cambridge, 
fornia Professional Engineering Assoc. service. pESSaL me | Con the test had been 
at McDonnell Douglas voted 58% Question #1 read: “Do you want your A ial one e oor a ended up 
against. test scores sent to the Dept. of Defense School wy ae <> in : C neous 
eee ee so they can contact you directly about = and New York ae ola 4 libere tL 

eo ae opportunities and benefits?” Other ington what to do with the heats, erate 
fo questions determine whether kid’s Tf the legal problems cORtUS. it 

/ parents or guidance counselors have may be the end for these tests. But if 
( discouraged them from joining the Hotta eceerladvau eaaw The N we 

ms _ military. “Are you aware that individ- Eng land ror ram wat d : d € 

CO a uals can take courses while in the mil- ie Ne £ the t t ere slated ta 
MF ey itary and have 75% of their tuition eee nationwid CLESIS are Slated LO 
een paid?” g ide. 

Wo 
Mh de Scrambled eggs, and 

— are heal folks SS breakfast 
WE Goes for the Gold _ &* ~~ are scrambling for. 

Ss al 
The Wisconsin Engineer staff will ES " ryt 

attend a national convention of college ee oe 
magazines this month. The annual con- a Ls ESA” 
vention offers workshops in writing, ee ° ome k PrP 
layout and business strategies. It will Ses 1 eae aces Cae SS F 
be held on the Chicago Circle campus PN he See See 7 
of the University of Ilinois, April 7-9. CCI: Us PO Pe a 

The climax of the convention is the MS ao 
awards banquet at which prizes are YANK. 
given to the nation’s best college engi- } eo / 

neering magazines. Awards recognize — 
the best all-around magazine, techni- 

cal article, layout and other qualities. 
The Wisconsin Engineer came up 

with three first place awards at last 
year’s convention and hopes to fare as McDonald's 
well this year. Our chief rival is the i i. 
Illinois Technograph, which took the 

title for best all around magazine last . % 

year. The WE staff has confidence in 1405 University, 
its entries and hopes to steal the cham- 
pionship title from the Technograph. 
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QRS AKO OV AE 
RSS BEERS. foal, civil ‘SS Rr ee astronautical, civil, OPPORTUNITIES 
SET Oey electrical, mechanical and IN THE NEW 
BX EOF nuclear. Hundreds of diverse USAF SPACE COMMAND 
SEF specialties are included in a wide 
Veer” Wy variety of work settings. For eo 

Sey” Hf example, anelectrical engineer We Ae 
Fj LA Y ‘i : : F aah” Wan ad 

a A Y may work in aircraft design, pe < ee 4 
(A / ff space systems, power production, Pee NA a 

ti I communications or research. Es beg 
iL Y AA A mechanical engineer might be [<@@apyaaaieumlial 
<S involved in aircraft structure ak 

Ce iwegie miu COs, Spaceveluce launchpad [the DSCSIII Det structural strengths and weaknesses. : tist’s cept of the DSCS Jefense Satellite 
construction, or research. Comnmiunieat aris Systeit satellite. (USAF Tat) 

Developing and managing Air PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY Recently, the Air Force 
Force engineering projects could COMES EARLY formed a new Space Command. 
be the most important, exciting IN THE AIR FORCE Its role is to pull together space 
challenge of your life. The PN 2s my operations and research and 

projects extend to virtually every [i aay Ny g development efforts, focusing on 
engineering frontier. : €. ae 7 the unique technological needs of 

i space systems. This can be your 
8 CAREER FIELDS 7. - See we opportunity to join the team that 

; FOR ENGINEERS k a oe \| Nowe. se develops superior space systems 
ea AY Peat) 5 | Nag Gites ~\ as the Air Force moves into the 
a a. Bema i) _ Mt MAW twenty-first cen Pam. Oe Ay i\ bm, twenty-lrst century. 
ae Raa. SEX R | A ch - TS les Bie ec ratte 4) Pe To learn more about how you 
tes A ea ) Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting CaN be part of the team, see your 
yy be ~~ an , 3 aircraft jet engine turbine. Air Force recruiter or call our 

abe! bY Le Most Air Force engineers Engineer Hotline toll free 
ag Ss Os @ have complete project 1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call 

i ae responsibility early in their 1-800-292-5366). There’s no 
if i ( A : y, careers. For example, a first obligation. 

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft lieutenant directed work ona 
; electrical power supply system ; new airborne electronic system 

a go necting ee In ie eee radiating Cane ; AlN riése 
he Air Force include these nother engineer tested the jet 

eight career areas: aeronautical, _ engines for advanced tanker and AIR = 
aerospace, architectural, cargo aircraft.
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make those products — quickly, like vision, or touch, or the abil- 
eCaC: aro ot easily and accurately. ity to sense heat or cold. That 

é What kinds of robots? There can give you an adaptive robot, 
th hk t f l fe is GE's Allegro,” for one one that can sense how well it’s 

e ac KY O I e. It can position a part to within doing its job and make the 
1/1000th of an inch—or about %4 — adjustments needed to do that 
the thickness of the paper this job better.” 
article is printed on. Or there's That's a tall order. And one 

There was a time when most GP 132 (shown here). This we'll be expecting you to fill 
robots earned their livelihoods loader, unloader, packer, With foresight, talent, imagina- 
in comic books and science stacker and welder —caan lift tion —all the things that robots 
fiction films. and maneuver 132 pounds with have yet to learn 

Today, they're spraying, no trouble at all. 
welding, painting, and process- So what's left for me to teach 
ing parts at manufacturing robots? You might ask. Consid- 
plants around the world. er this glimpse into the future 

Necessity has caused this by Dr. Roland W. Schmitt, head —— e 
amazing leap from fantasy to of GE corporate research and Tl 
factory. development a 

The world wants long-lasting, “One of the big frontiers Bll 
high quality products, now. ahead of us is putting the josey 
And robots fit perfectly into this — robot's nervous system 
scheme of things: They can together with some senses — 
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